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Wild Justice Robinson Pub The Billionaire Takes a Bride Harlequin Billionaire Richard Mallory has spent his life swarmed by beautiful but unsuitable women. Now, just when he's given up on ever
meeting Ms. Right, he ﬁnds Ginny—in his bedroom! She's diﬀerent—natural, honest-looking, innocent.… So what's she doing in his apartment? Ginny was only trying to do a small favor for her best friend,
Sophie, and now her little white lie has landed her in a whole heap of trouble! She has to spend the entire day with the handsome tycoon. But could one day ultimately lead to a lifetime…? PRISONER OF
THE HEART Harlequin Buchanan's woman! Elusive celebrity Chay Buchanan had made it only too plain that trespassers weren't welcome at his secret island hideaway—but Sophie's precious sister was
missing, and she'd run any risks to ﬁnd her! Driven to desperate measures, Sophie suddenly found herself a reluctant houseguest of this broodingly handsome, enigmatic and intensely private man.
Desperate to escape, yet captivated by his charm, Sophie realized that the price of freedom could be her own loving heart! A Point of Pride Ulverscroft Large Print Six years before, Casey had adored one
of her father's workmen, Gil Blake. But realizing she would just be another notch on his bedhead she'd threatened to get him sacked. Now, with her father about to go bankrupt, he's back and she still
loves him. The Bride's Baby Harlequin The wedding of the season! Events manager Sylvie Smith is organizing a glittering fund-raising event: a wedding show in a stately home. She has even been roped
into pretending to be a bride… a bride who's ﬁve months pregnant! The bride everyone is talking about! It should be every girl's dream to design a wedding with no expense spared, but it's not Sylvie's.
Longbourne Court was her ancestral home, and she's just discovered that the new owner is Tom McFarlane—her baby's secret father. Now Tom's standing in front of her, looking at her bump.… The
Millionaire Falls Hard Sarah Fredricks Carrie is a world renowned children's author and single mum. In the past she has escaped from an abusive relationship and now lives successfully in Scotland,
continuing her literary career and bringing up her son amongst a close circle of friends. Lately, she has been receiving threats and through time, these have turned more sinister. Needless to say the stress
begins to get to her. Jake is an award winning international businessman who buys the Estate in Scotland within which Carrie's house stands. Their relationship gets oﬀ to a bad start when Jake upsets
Carrie's son! However, their paths seem destined to cross and the tension between them is palpable. It seems other people can see their destiny, but they continue to ﬁght it. As the threats escalate, Jake
is there for her - he organises and gets things done, what's not to like and trust about him? A lot, as far as Carrie is concerned! Carrie retreats on a major scale frightened to acknowledge what's happening
between them - until a chance encounter when Jake decides enough is enough. From that moment on the sheets burn with the passion that explodes between them. Are the few shared days of passion
enough to ensure a happy ever after? Number of words: 55600 Flirting With Italian Harlequin Comics Harlequin / SB Creative Sara, a history teacher, was devastated after her boyfriend left her for
another teacher. She had always chosen the safe path but in the end nothing worked out… So Sara makes a huge change and moves to Rome! Before her departure, her great-grandfather advises her to
cure her broken heart with a new romance, to fall in love with a dark-eyed Italian. Sara laughs it oﬀ until it becomes reality! Matteo is mesmerizing…his passionate gaze makes her go weak! The Last
Woman He'd Ever Date Harlequin Claire Thackeray: Hardworking single mom and gossip columnist. Hoping for the inside scoop on sexy billionaire Hal North, aka her teen crush! Most wary of: Gorgeous
men who set her heart racing. (Been there, got the T-shirt—and the baby!) Hal North: Bad boy made good. Back in his hometown as new owner of the Cranbrook Park estate. Determined to put his
troubled past behind him. Most wary of: Journalists—especially pretty ones, like new neighbor and tenant Claire Thackeray. SOS: Convenient Husband Required Harlequin May Coleridge must marry
before she's thirty to inherit her family home and keep her new business aﬂoat. Adam Wavell comes from a long line of wastrels—but he's turned his life around. He's a corporate success story and a pillar
of the community. Only, now his ﬂaky sister has left him with her screaming baby! A deal must be done. May will help Adam with his niece if he'll answer her SOS! Secret Baby, Surprise Parents
Harlequin Grace McAllister thought being a surrogate for her sister would be a truly selﬂess act. But secretly Grace longed for the baby inside her to be her own, conceived in passion with the only man she
had ever loved. But that could never be. Josh Kingsley couldn't bear to watch the baby grow big in Grace's belly, unable to share in the magic. He wished she and the child were his to take care of. But
when tragedy struck, Josh rushed to be there for Grace and baby Posie. Could they be his life, his family? A Stranger's Kiss When Tara was forced to beg for a stranger's help, little did she know what she
was getting into. For the sake of her ailing secretarial agency though, she decided to take whatever insults Adam Blackmore cared to hand out. It was only when he insisted on taking her with him to
Bahrain that she began to worry. Wild Lady London Bridge Gabriel MacIntyre has no time for Claudia Beaumont. She's so beautiful that she takes his breath away, but she's used to having any man she
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wants. Claudia Beaumont has no time for Gabriel MacIntyre -- he's overwhelming and arrogant. But then Claudia's life is threatened and Mac is the only person she can turn to for help... The Colors of
Friendship J-pad Publishing 2013 Foreword Reviews Book of the Year Awards Finalist 2014 National Indie Excellence Awards Finalist The Reader’s Crown® Finalist USA Today says, "Entertaining with
suspense, romance, and a good dose of life lessons. Time is well spent enjoying these friends." True friendship endures all obstacles…right? Three college friends search for true love, NFL fame, and a
successful engineering career. Will one friend’s quest for happiness endanger all three of their lives? Naïve, romantic Melody Wilkins aims to ﬁnd true love at college just like her parents. But will she
sacriﬁce her soul to obtain it? No-nonsense Imani Jordan strives for good grades and a chemical engineering degree. When a friendship oﬀers more, will she follow her head or her heart? Lance Dunn is
only serious about two things: football and protecting his girls, Melody and Imani. When a threat enters their lives and tests their friendship, can he stop it before it kills them? After the torrents of jealousy,
sex, and abuse subside, will their friendship survive…The Colors of Friendship? Rebel Heart Lizzy Ford After nuclear strikes cripple the East Coast in the year 2135, security expert Lana is alone with a
secret she must protect at all costs, even if it means placing her life - and her heart - in the hands of Brady, the compelling, dangerous leader of the rebellion. As a member of the lower class, Brady serves
two masters: the rebellion and the regular army. It will take all his connections and strength to protect Lana and keep from falling in love with her. Anything But Vanilla... Harlequin Even more tempting
than ice cream! Sorrel Amery is determined to make her summer event the talk of the town, and she knows just the way into people's hearts—champagne sorbet! It's the perfect strategy… Until the ice
cream parlor's owner runs oﬀ, leaving Sorrel's plans melting faster than a sundae in the summer sun. All Sorrel wants is to get back into her comfort zone, but when the gorgeous Alexander West arrives to
help pick up the pieces her life gets shaken up more than ever before! Especially as this globe-trotting adventurer is determined that nothing in Sorrel's life should ever be boring old vanilla again… The
Bachelor's Baby (Mills & Boon Vintage Cherish) HarperCollins UK Father in training! For Jake Hallam and Amy Jones it was love at ﬁrst sight. Amy recognized it–the trouble was, Jake refused to! Only,
he couldn't refuse to acknowledge that, after a night of tender lovemaking, Amy was expecting his baby. Eloping with Emmy Linford Emerald Carlisle's father will do anything to stop a wedding between
her and her penniless friend Kit Fairfax. Announcing their engagement seems a sure-ﬁre way of helping Kit raise some cash! Tom Brodie is her father's lawyer. His duty, to buy oﬀ the groom and to bring
Emerald to heel, is thwarted by Emerald's beauty and charm. When she persuades him to help her 'elope', Tom soon realises she could persuade him to take her anywhere...even up the aisle! Moorland
Matters The Marriage Miracle Harlequin Matilda Lang is terriﬁed when she feels herself falling for hotshot New York banker Sebastian Wolseley. An accident three years ago has left her in a wheelchair,
and Sebastian's the man who can make, or break, her heart…. Sebastian is compassionate, sexy and, most importantly, he treats her like a desirable woman. It would take a miracle for Matty to risk her
heart after what she's been through. But Sebastian knows he's the man who can help this brave woman embrace life and love—and persuade her to say “yes” to his proposal of marriage! Her Desert
Dream Harlequin Lydia Young has landed her dream assignment! Used to stacking shelves, she's now jetting oﬀ to a desert kingdom for a holiday as a media darling's look-alike. All Lydia has to do is
enjoy a week of pampered bliss in a luxury oasis—and not blow her cover by falling for her host, dangerously out-of-her-league Sheikh Kalil al-Zaki. Hmm, this might just be trickier than she ﬁrst thought!
Lydia wanted the spotlight… …Annie wanted anonymity. The Agathas Delacorte Press Who killed Brooke Donovan? It’s the biggest mystery of the summer, and everyone in Castle Cove thinks it’s the
wrong guy. Fans of One of Us Is Lying and Riverdale can’t miss this page-turning who-done-it that’s sure to be the next must read Young Adult thriller! Last summer, Alice Ogilvie’s basketball-star boyfriend
Steve dumped her. Then she disappeared for ﬁve days. She's not talking, so where she went and what happened to her is the biggest mystery in Castle Cove. Or it was, at least. But now, another one of
Steve’s girlfriends has vanished: Brooke Donovan, Alice’s ex–best friend. And it doesn’t look like Brooke will be coming back. . . Enter Iris Adams, Alice’s tutor. Iris has her own reasons for wanting to
disappear, though unlike Alice, she doesn’t have the money or the means. That could be changed by the hefty reward Brooke’s grandmother is oﬀering to anyone who can share information about her
granddaughter’s whereabouts. The police are convinced Steve is the culprit, but Alice isn’t so sure, and with Iris on her side, she just might be able to prove her theory. In order to get the reward and prove
Steve’s innocence, they need to ﬁgure out who killed Brooke Donovan. And luckily Alice has exactly what they need—the complete works of Agatha Christie. If there’s anyone that can teach the girls how
to solve a mystery it’s the master herself. But the town of Castle Cove holds many secrets, and Alice and Iris have no idea how much danger they're about to walk into. Strengthening Forensic Science
in the United States A Path Forward National Academies Press Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science community, performing vitally important work. However, they are
often constrained by lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and national support. It is clear that change and advancements, both systematic and scientiﬁc, are needed in a number of forensic science
disciplines to ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable standards, and promote best practices with consistent application. Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward
provides a detailed plan for addressing these needs and suggests the creation of a new government entity, the National Institute of Forensic Science, to establish and enforce standards within the forensic
science community. The beneﬁts of improving and regulating the forensic science disciplines are clear: assisting law enforcement oﬃcials, enhancing homeland security, and reducing the risk of wrongful
conviction and exoneration. Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States gives a full account of what is needed to advance the forensic science disciplines, including upgrading of systems and
organizational structures, better training, widespread adoption of uniform and enforceable best practices, and mandatory certiﬁcation and accreditation programs. While this book provides an essential
call-to-action for congress and policy makers, it also serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic science educators. The Three-Year Itch (Mills &
Boon Cherish) HarperCollins UK Being snowbound with your husband... 1225 Christmas Tree Lane 1225 Christmas Tree Lane\Let It Snow MIRA Beloved bestselling author Macomber takes readers
back to Cedar Cove for thisholiday volume. Includes the bonus story OLet It Snow. The Summer Hideaway MIRA Claire, hiding from a dangerous past, ﬁnds solace in working as a private nurse for the
elderly George Bellamy, but when George's grandson, Ross, returns home from war, Claire struggles against the attraction she feels for him. Get Dirty HarperCollins Now streaming on Netﬂix and BBC
iPlayer! The Breakfast Club meets Pretty Little Liars in Gretchen McNeil's sharp and thrilling sequel to Get Even. Perfect for fans of E. Lockhart, Karen M. McManus, and Maureen Johnson. The members of
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Don't Get Mad aren't just mad anymore . . . they're afraid. And with Margot in a coma and Bree under house arrest, it's up to Olivia and Kitty to try to catch their deadly tormentor. But just as the girls are
about to go on the oﬀensive, Ed the Head reveals a shocking secret that turns all their theories upside down. The killer could be anyone, and this time he—or she—is out for more than just revenge. The
girls desperately try to discover the killer's identity as their own lives are falling apart: Donté is pulling away from Kitty and seems to be hiding a secret of his own, Bree is sequestered under the watchful
eye of her mom’s bodyguard, and Olivia's mother is on an emotional downward spiral. The killer is closing in, the threats are becoming more personal, and when the police refuse to listen, the girls have no
choice but to confront their anonymous “friend” . . . or die trying. Blonde Roots Penguin In an alternate world in which Africans enslaved Europeans, Doris, an Englishwoman, is captured and taken to the
New World, where the hardships she endures as a slave are oﬀset by dreams of escape and home. The Wind Through the Keyhole A Dark Tower Novel Simon and Schuster Returns to the rich
landscape of Mid-World in a story within a story about gunslinger Roland Deschain, who while investigating a murderous shape-shifter interviews a terriﬁed teen who has witnessed the creature's most
recent killing. The Never Hero Chronicles of Jonathan Tibbs What if when you died, no one would ever know you were all that stood between man and the enemy?When Jonathan Tibbs awakes in a
puddle of his own blood, there isn't a scratch on him to explain it. In the weeks to follow, he comes to ﬁnd he's been drafted for a war with a violent otherworldly species. A war that only he can remember.
Now, the man Jonathan imagined himself becoming is no longer the man who can endure his future. The ﬁrst installment in this science ﬁction action adventure series, The Never Hero is a gritty and
honest look at the psychological journey of a man forced to forge himself into a weapon. Abandoned with little guidance, and at the mercy of a bargain struck far outside his reach, Jonathan races to unlock
the means to surmount the odds, and understand the mystery behind a conﬂict raging outside of time and memory.In the end, the real question is what Jonathan is willing to become to save a planet that
will never see his sacriﬁce. Wild Like the Wind Rock Chick LLC The brother known as Hound has a reputation. He’s all about cracking heads, having a good time, and when the Chaos Motorcycle Club
needs someone to do the tough job, they call on him. But Hound has a secret. He fell in love with a woman years ago. She’s untouchable. Unattainable. And even when her status changes, for Hound, it
remains the same. Keely Black had it all early and lost it all not long after. Thrown into an abyss of loss and grief, she’s faced a life of raising two sons alone and battling the rage at all that had been ripped
from them. And why. Words spoken in anger open Hound’s and Keely’s eyes. For Hound, he sees he’s wasted his life loving the wrong woman. Keely sees she’s wasting her life not opening herself to the
love of a good man. The Frog Prince Createspace Independent Pub It was his pheromones that did it. With one sniﬀ, sex researcher Leigh Fromm recognizes that any oﬀspring she might have with the
mysterious stranger would have a better-than-average chance of surviving any number of impending pandemics.But when Leigh ﬁnds out that the handsome “someone” at her great aunt's wake is Prince
Roman Habsburg von Lorraine of Austria, she suddenly doubts her instincts—not that she was intending to sleep with the guy. The royal house of Habsburg was once completely inbred, insanity and
impotency among the highlights of their genetic pedigree. (The extreme “bulldog underbite” that plagued them wasn't called the Habsburg Jaw for nothing.)It doesn't matter that his family hasn't sat on a
throne (other than the ones in their Toilette) since 1918, or that Austria is now a parliamentary democracy. Their lives couldn't be more diﬀerent: Roman is routinely mobbed by paparazzi in Europe. Leigh
is regularly mocked for having the social skills of a potted plant. Even if she suddenly developed grace, charm and a pedigree that would withstand the scrutiny of the press and his family, what exactly is
she supposed to do with this would-have-been king of Austria who is in self-imposed exile in Denver, Colorado? The Gifts Manilla Press Brooks Robinson Chelsea House A biography of the Oriole third
baseman whose lifetime ﬁelding average is tops among third basemen in major league history. Jet Set The People, the Planes, the Glamour, and the Romance in Aviation's Glory Years Ballantine
Books In October 1958, Pan American World Airways began making regularly scheduled ﬂights between New York and Paris, courtesy of its newly minted wonder jet, the Boeing 707. Almost overnight, the
moneyed celebrities of the era made Europe their playground. At the same time, the dream of international travel came true for thousands of ordinary Americans who longed to emulate the “jet set”
lifestyle. Bestselling author and Vanity Fair contributor William Stadiem brings that Jet Age dream to life again in the ﬁrst-ever book about the glamorous decade when Americans took to the skies in
massive numbers as never before, with the rich and famous elbowing their way to the front of the line. Dishy anecdotes and ﬁnely rendered character sketches re-create the world of luxurious airplanes,
exclusive destinations, and beautiful, wealthy trendsetters who turned transatlantic travel into an inalienable right. It was the age of Camelot and “Come Fly with Me,” Grace Kelly at the Prince’s Palace in
Monaco, and Mary Quant miniskirts on the streets of Swinging London. Men still wore hats, stewardesses showed plenty of leg, and the beach at Saint-Tropez was just a seven-hour ﬂight away. Jet Set
reads like a who’s who of the fabulous and well connected, from the swashbuckling “skycoons” who launched the jet ﬂeet to the playboys, moguls, and ﬁnanciers who kept it ﬂying. Among the bold-face
names on the passenger manifest: Juan Trippe, the Yale-educated WASP with the Spanish-sounding name who parlayed his fraternity contacts into a tiny airmail route that became the world’s largest
airline, Pan Am; couturier to the stars Oleg Cassini, the Kennedy administration’s “Secretary of Style,” and his social climbing brother Igor, who became the most powerful gossip columnist in
America—then lost it all in one of the juiciest scandals of the century; Temple Fielding, the high-rolling high priest of travel guides, and his budget-conscious rival Arthur Frommer; Conrad Hilton, the New
Mexico cowboy who built the most powerful luxury hotel chain on earth; and Mary Wells Lawrence, the queen bee of Madison Avenue whose suggestive ads for Braniﬀ and other airlines brought sex appeal
to the skies. Like a superfueled episode of Mad Men, Jet Set evokes a time long gone but still vibrant in American memory. This is a rollicking, sexy romp through the ring-a-ding glory years of air travel,
when escape was the ultimate aphrodisiac and the smiles were as wide as the aisles. Praise for Jet Set “Aeronautics history, high times from the 1950s and ’60s, incredibly versatile name-dropping (from
Mrs. John Jacob Astor to Christine Keeler of the Profumo scandal) and Sinatra’s ‘Come Fly With Me’ as a kind of theme song [all] connected to the glamorous days of air travel.”—Janet Maslin, The New York
Times “What a book William Stadium has written. . . . The Kennedys, the Rat Pack, Frank Sinatra, and early ﬁnanciers like Eddie Gilbert are dealt with in depth. . . . I lived intimately through it all in the
’50s, ’60s, ’70s, ’80s, and ’90s and I am yet to ﬁnd a mistake in author Stadiem’s amazing book. Order it now. All the players are here.”—Liz Smith, syndicated columnist “William Stadiem sexes up the
glory days of aviation in Jet Set. Fly me!”—Vanity Fair “William Stadiem’s Jet Set takes you where no modern airliner can: to a time . . . when the means of travel was as exotic as the destination, and
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sometimes more so.”—Town & Country The First Lie St. Martin's Press An e-original short story that sets the stage for bestselling author Diane Chamberlain's novel Necessary Lies (September 2013). The
First Lie gives readers an early glimpse into the life of thirteen-year-old Ivy Hart. It's 1958 in rural North Carolina, where Ivy lives with her grandmother and sister on a tobacco farm. As tenant farmers, Ivy
and her family don't have much freedom, though she and her best friend, Henry, often sneak away in search of adventure...and their truest selves. But life on the farm takes a turn when Ivy's teenage
sister gives birth—all the while maintaining her silence about the baby's father. Soon Ivy ﬁnds herself navigating the space between adolescence and adulthood as she tries to unravel a dark web of family
secrets and make sense of her ever-evolving life in the segregated South. Advance praise for Diane Chamberlain's Necessary Lies: "It will steal your heart."—Katrina Kittle, author of The Blessings of the
Animals "An emotional powerhouse." —Mary Alice Monroe, New York Times bestselling author of Beach House Memories "Enthralling...[it] transﬁxed me from the very ﬁrst pages, and its vivid and
sympathetic characters haunted me long after the last."—Christina Schwarz, New York Times bestselling author of Drowning Ruth The Darkest Sin Pan Macmillan 'Absolutely terriﬁc' – Philip Gwynne
Jones, author of the bestselling Nathan Sutherland series. 'D.V Bishop transports you to an utterly convincing 16th century Florence, where the best and worst of human nature constantly circle each other
in this tense mystery' S. G. MacLean Florence. Spring, 1537. When Cesare Aldo investigates a report of intruders at a convent in the Renaissance city’s northern quarter, he enters a community divided by
bitter rivalries and harbouring dark secrets. His case becomes far more complicated when a man’s body is found deep inside the convent, stabbed more than two dozen times. Unthinkable as it seems, all
the evidence suggests one of the nuns must be the killer. Meanwhile, Constable Carlo Strocchi ﬁnds human remains pulled from the Arno that belong to an oﬃcer of the law missing since winter. The dead
man had many enemies, but who would dare kill an oﬃcial of the city’s most feared criminal court? As Aldo and Strocchi close in on the truth, identifying the killers will prove more treacherous than either
of them could ever have imagined . . . The Darkest Sin is an atmospheric historical thriller by D. V. Bishop, set in Renaissance Florence and is the sequel to City of Vengeance. The Gate to Women's
Country A Novel Spectra “Lively, thought-provoking . . . the plot is ingenious, packing a wallop of a surprise . . . Tepper knows how to write a well-made, on-moving story with strong characters. . . . She
takes the mental risks that are the lifeblood of science ﬁction and all imaginative narrative.”—Ursula K. LeGuin, Los Angeles Times Since the ﬂames died three hundred years ago, human civilization has
evolved into a dual society: Women’s Country, where walled towns enclose what’s left of past civilization, nurtured by women and a few nonviolent men; and the adjacent garrisons where warrior men
live—the lost brothers, sons, and lovers of those in Women’s Country. Two societies. Two competing dreams. Two ways of life, kept apart by walls stronger than stone. And yet there is a gate between
them. . . . “Tepper not only keeps us reading . . . she provokes a new look at the old issues.”—The Washington Post “Tepper’s cast of both ordinary and extraordinary people play out a powerful drama
whose signiﬁcance goes beyond sex to deal with the toughest problem of all, the challenge of surmounting humanity’s most dangerous ﬂaws so we can survive—despite ourselves.”—Locus The Swallows
A Novel Ballantine Books A teacher at a New England prep school ignites a gender war—with deadly consequences—in this dark and provocative novel by the bestselling author of The Passenger “Riveting
. . . full of imagination and power.”—Caroline Kepnes, author of You and Providence NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NEW YORK • WINNER OF THE ALA’S ALEX AWARD When Alexandra
Witt joins the faculty at Stonebridge Academy, she’s hoping to put a painful past behind her. Then one of her creative writing assignments generates some disturbing responses from students. Before long,
Alex is immersed in an investigation of the students atop the school’s social hierarchy—and their connection to something called the Darkroom. She soon inspires the girls who’ve started to question the
school’s “boys will be boys” attitude and incites a resistance. But just as the movement is gaining momentum, Alex attracts the attention of an unknown enemy who knows a little too much about her—and
what brought her to Stonebridge in the ﬁrst place. Meanwhile, Gemma, a deﬁant senior, has been plotting her attack for years, waiting for the right moment. Shy loner Norman hates his role in the
Darkroom, but can’t ﬁnd the courage to ﬁght back until he makes an unlikely alliance. And then there’s Finn Ford, an English teacher with a shady reputation, who keeps one eye on his literary ambitions
and one on Ms. Witt. As the school’s secrets begin to trickle out, a boys-versus-girls skirmish turns into an all-out war, with deeply personal—and potentially fatal—consequences for everyone involved. Lisa
Lutz’s blistering, timely tale of revenge and disruption shows us what can happen when silence wins out over decency for too long—and why the scariest threat of all might be the idea that sooner or later,
girls will be girls. Praise for The Swallows “The Swallows is fast-moving, darkly humorous and at times shockingly vicious. The battle of the sexes within its pages couldn’t be more compelling. . . . Lutz
delivers a frantic, morbidly funny story.”—BookPage “A decade before the #MeToo movement kicks oﬀ in full force, women are coming for the patriarchy in this big ol’ novel, ripe with idiosyncratic
characterization and memorable scenes.”—Reﬁnery29 The Inﬁrmary A DCI Ryan Mystery Dark Skies Publishing ** THE PREQUEL TO THE #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER HOLY ISLAND AND NOW A
MAJOR NEW AUDIBLE ORIGINALS DRAMA STARRING TOM BATEMAN, KEVIN WHATELY, HERMIONE NORRIS AND ALUN ARMSTRONG **No man is an island...In the stiﬂing summer heat of 2014, a killer has
been stalking the streets of Newcastle causing city-wide panic. When the oﬃcer in charge of the case turns up dead, it falls upon Detective Chief Inspector Ryan to take up the baton and ﬁnd the person
responsible.To the close-knit team of police in Northumbria CID, Ryan is still an outsider; aloof and uncompromising. He's lived a charmed life and has an unbroken track record to match. But, as The
Hacker's death toll rises, Ryan realises this is one adversary he'll never bring to justice on his own... Murder and mystery are peppered with dark humour in this fast-paced crime thriller, set amidst the
iconic North-Eastern landscape. "LJ Ross keeps company with the best mystery writers" - The Times"A literary phenomenon" - Evening Chronicle Lady Maybe Penguin In this novel by the three-time
Christy Award-winning author of The Maid of Fairbourne Hall, a woman’s startling secrets lead her into unexpected danger and romance in Regency England… One ﬁnal cry…“God almighty, help us!” and
suddenly her world shifted violently, until a blinding collision scattered her mind and shook her bones. Then, the pain. The freezing water. And as all sensation drifted away, a hand reached for hers, before
all faded into darkness… Now she has awakened as though from some strange, suﬀocating dream in a warm and welcoming room she has never seen before, and tended to by kind, unfamiliar faces. But
not all has been swept away. She recalls fragments of the accident. She remembers a baby. And a ring on her ﬁnger reminds her of a lie. But most of all, there is a secret. And in this house of strangers she
can trust no one but herself to keep it.
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